Planned Giving
Pulse Survey
U.S. nonprofits share their planned
giving roadmaps for the next 90 days

This brief survey sought to capture the immediate impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on current marketing efforts and

Between March 31 and April 5, 2020, The

planned giving budgets. In addition, we solicited information

Stelter Company collected responses from

professionals are choosing to engage with donors.

292 nonprofits nationwide, with established

and ideas on the practical ways in which planned giving

Nonprofits responded by vertical in the following percentages:

planned giving programs as part of a survey

Education (57%)—the majority of which (80%) was Higher

designed to measure the “pulse” of planned

Services (7%), Public/Society Benefit (6%), Environmental/

giving marketing once initial measures to

(3%), Medical Research (1%). Due to rounding, percentages

contain the COVID-19 pandemic had shut
down the majority of the United States.

Education, Healthcare (11%), Arts & Culture (8%), Human
Animal Welfare (5%), Faith-Based (3%), International Affairs
total more than 100.
There were no statistically significant relationships between
industry type (e.g. healthcare) and other factors surveyed
(e.g. budget status, marketing approach).

3 Key Takeaways
1. ACT WITH CAUTIOUS
CONFIDENCE

2. LEVERAGE EMAIL
AND INCORPORATE
PERSONAL TOUCHES

Most planned giving professionals

3. FOCUS ON
STEWARDSHIP
Your planned giving donors and best

intend to continue engaging with

The latest statistics show that email

prospects care deeply about your

donors and prospects. Although a

readership is up and the quantity of

organization. Use this time to express

measure of uncertainty prevails, the

mail in the inbox is down , making now

your appreciation for their support and

momentum is definitely forward-

a perfect time to deliver relevant and

to deepen your relationship.

moving. Donors and prospects have

thoughtful content. Nonprofits are

more time and energy now than ever

choosing email more than any other

to focus on reading, reflecting and

way to communicate, but, when they

reaching out to those in need. The

reach out the message is decidedly

nature of this crisis has put the nation

personal and non-solicitous.

*

in a “readiness” frame of mind. Stelter
recommends you follow the lead of our
most successful clients by finding ways
to continue engaging your audience as
budget and resources allow.

*WorldData®, Key metrics from March 5 – March 16

Mindset

decision—chosen by 6% of respondents—is to hold off until

Overall, nonprofit organizations believe it’s important to

the last quarter of 2020. Uncertainty prevails for 21% of

continue marketing planned giving in some way, although

respondents, who remain unsure about when they will re-

not without some trepidation. A slight majority (61%)

engage with planned giving marketing.

say a philosophy of moving forward best describes their
organization. About a quarter of respondents (26%), however,

Budget

say they’d like to “see how things play out a bit more” before

Dollars drive decision-making, particularly during times of

continuing to market planned giving. A small percentage

economic uncertainty. Overall, nonprofit budgets remain

(11%) say “now is not the time to solicit planned gifts” and

intact with a majority of respondents (70%) experiencing no

another three percent remain unsure of how to proceed.

change in their planned giving budgets. This supports the
impetus to stay the course with marketing.

This forward-looking sentiment translates into a majority
of nonprofits (66%) who say they are continuing their

The pandemic has dealt an early blow, however, to 14% of

planned giving marketing outreach. Nearly half of those

respondents—a third (30%) of whom have seen budget cuts

(46%) are making only small adjustments to their efforts.

up to 25%. Nearly a quarter (23%) of those with budget

Another 20% are advancing with what they consider to be

cuts have lost up to half of their planned giving marketing

major adjustments to their programs. Only four (1%) of the

dollars. A smaller percentage of those affected (8%) lost up

nonprofits surveyed indicated that they were canceling their

to 75% of their budget. The damage is unclear for a third of

planned giving marketing efforts until further notice. A small

nonprofits (30%) in the affected group, who are unsure of the

percentage (4%) were unsure of their future plans.

amount they’ll lose. And, of course, we earlier cited the four

Timing

organizations (1% of the total surveyed) whose budgets and
programs were completely eliminated.

Among the nonprofits who are taking a wait-and-see approach,
the largest segment (43%) intend to resume marketing planned

In addition, a lucky two of those surveyed saw an increase in

gifts sometime within the next three months. Another 31%

their marketing budgets. We found 15% of respondents who

plan to delay until July, August or September. A less popular

are unsure of their budget’s status.

Marketing channels
With online communication surging in recent weeks, it’s no
surprise that email emerged as the most popular means of
communicating with donors over the next three months.
A majority of nonprofits (79%) say they will leverage this
channel, followed by direct mail (56%) and phone (48%).
Social media attracts fewer planned giving marketers,
with a quarter (25%) saying they will use this avenue in
the near term.

Ideas
Our survey captured an array of ideas for engaging with
donors. Following are the main themes that emerged:

“

Calling planned giving prospects
to check in on them and making
sure that we are still thinking of them —
reactions have frequently been surprise
and appreciation.”
—Arts & Culture nonprofit

Make it personal
Phone calls, personal emails and handwritten communication

Soften the message

were the runaway favorite ways to connect with donors.

Overwhelmingly, nonprofits are switching to a purely

Despite the age-old appeal of these tactics, nonprofits are

stewardship message.

finding novel ways to spruce up the interaction. Here are
some ideas:
» Send bespoke emails, curated to the sender by attaching
relevant articles and organizational updates based on
the recipient’s preferences.
»E
 ngage top staff to help with outreach efforts.
» Include short videos featuring the CEO or “stars” of the
organization to share behind-the-scenes updates.

»S
 how genuine appreciation for donors and offer sincere
empathy for whatever they may be going through.
»D
 evelop feel-good mailings for their own sake.
»P
 rovide updates on how your organization is navigating
the current situation, particularly if you are directly
involved in the effort to contain the pandemic.
»G
 ently introduce the idea of estate planning and
preparedness.
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What strategies are you employing to
communicate with donors at this time?

Market select gifts

“

Currently, we are focusing on
storytelling, providing information
about the crisis relative to faculty
strengths including partnering
with community organizations, etc.
Annual giving ask/focus right now is
the student emergency fund. Major
giving focus is closing gifts already
underway but no new asks. Using this
time to more deeply integrate planned
giving marketing into overall donor
communications for future launch.”
—Higher Education nonprofit

Incorporate video conferencing
» Host virtual coffee meetups to replace regular in-person
meetings with legacy society members.
» I nvite donors to a virtual Town Hall with the CEO.
» Experiment with virtual meetings with donors. Some
nonprofits report success in inviting donors to meet on a
Zoom call; others not so much.

While fewer nonprofits reported marketing specific types of
planned gifts, those that are have been focusing on a select
few topics:
»P
 rovide information on the CARES Act and how it affects
donors.
»P
 romote CGAs and their fixed rate of return.
»E
 ducate people on donor advised funds and their
relevance now.

“

We’ve identified previous DAF
donors who might be good
candidates for a solicitation with the
concept of “It’s your rainy day charitable
fund. Guess what? It’s raining!”
—Education nonprofit
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1,500 leading nonprofits nationwide depend on most to provide expertise
on cultivating valuable, long-term donor relationships through a unique
combination of industry insight, customer focus and creative services.
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